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ABSTRACT
Causal induction in the real world often has to be quick and efficient as well as
accurate. We propose that people use two different frames to achieve these
goals. The A-frame consists of heuristic processes that presuppose rarity and
can detect causally relevant factors quickly. The B-frame consists of analytic
processes that can be highly accurate in detecting actual causes. Our dual frame
theory implies that several factors affect whether people use the A-frame or the
B-frame in causal induction: among these are symmetrical negation,
intervention and commitment. This theory is tested and sustained in two
experiments. The results also provide broad support for dual process accounts
of human thinking in general.
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Introduction

Causal induction is vital for surviving and prospering in an uncertain world. It
enables people to predict and control their future. But how do people infer
inductively that one event is the cause of another? They might quickly come
to one conclusion about causation, but revise it over time and arrive at quite
a different conclusion in the end. For an example, suppose some friends
become unwell after eating sushi at a new restaurant. We might immediately
form the belief that eating the sushi caused our friends illness. As the days
pass, however, this belief may weaken. We may hear of other friends who ate
similar sushi at the same restaurant and did not become unwell, and still
others who become unwell in the same way without eating the sushi. We
would give up the belief completely if we read in a newspaper that the health
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authorities have investigated the restaurant and have found nothing wrong
with the sushi after testing it.

There are four possible events that are clearly relevant, in some way, to
such questions about causation. People can observe the sushi eating and ill-
ness, or the sushi eating and no illness. They can also observe no sushi eating
and illness, or no sushi eating and no illness. More formally, let C be a pro-
posed cause of an effect E. There are the four Boolean possibilities: C & E, C &
not-E, not-C & E and not-C & not-E. There can be observations of each of these
cases, and these can be collected in a 2 £ 2 contingency table (see Table 1),
in which the a-cell has the number of C & E observations, the b-cell the num-
ber of C & not-E observations, the c-cell the number of not-C & E observations
and the d-cell the number of not-C & not-E observations. People could be
lucky and find that there are only a-cell cases and d-cells cases. Perhaps every-
one who ate the sushi at the restaurant became unwell, and no one become
unwell who ate something else at the restaurant. It would then be easy to
infer that the sushi caused the illness.

More generally, for causal claims, all the cells, a, b, c and d, could have at
least some entries. In this much more common type of example, the most
cited normative proposal is to use the ΔP relation (e.g., Anderson & Sheu,
1995; Cheng, 1997; Jenkins & Ward, 1965; Kao & Wasserman, 1993;
Waldmann, 1996).1 There are good grounds for inferring that C causes E
when the probability of E given C, P EjCð Þ, is significantly higher than the prob-
ability of E given not-C, P Ej: Cð Þ :

DP ¼ P EjCð Þ � P Ej: Cð Þ ¼ a
aþ b

� c
c þ d

(1)

According to Jenkins and Ward (1965), ΔP is an index of the actual
degree of control or contingency between the action and the outcomes,
rather than a dependency or correlation, and the magnitude of ΔP is held
to provide an index of the amount of control. In the example above, sushi
eating at the restaurant could turn out to be poorly justified by ΔP. There

Table 1. A 2£ 2 contingency table representing covariation informa-
tion between a candidate cause (C) and a target effect (E).

E :E
C a b
:C c d

Note: C and :C represent the occurrence and non-occurrence of a candidate
cause, and E and :E represent the occurrence and non-occurrence of a
target effect, respectively.

1This relation is normative because it corresponds also to a Bayesian measure of confirmation. There are
some other measures in the literature (Fitelson & Hitchcock, 2011).
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might be many cases of sushi eating at the place and no illness, and so
entries in the b-cell, and there could also be some entries in the c-cell and
many in the d-cell.

Although ΔP has a rational justification, its descriptive adequacy has been
questioned, in particular because people tend to disregard d-cell events (e.g.,
Kao & Wasserman, 1993; McKenzie & Mikkelsen, 2007; Schustack & Sternberg,
1981). In response, Hattori and Oaksford (2007) proposed the dual factor heu-
risticmodel, DFH, as an alternative. They define DFH in the following way:

DFH ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P EjCð Þ P CjEð Þ

p
¼ a

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aþ bð Þ aþ cð Þp (2)

DFH is an index for the degree of relevance between two events as a can-
didate cause and an effect. According to Hattori and Oaksford (2007), causal
induction consists of two stages: a heuristic stage for distinguishing relevant
causal candidates from irrelevant factors, and an analytic stage for discriminat-
ing between genuine and spurious causations. In the heuristic stage of causal
induction, it is argued that people do not strictly distinguish between causa-
tion and correlation, and they prioritise speed rather than accuracy. Thus DFH
is defined as the limit of correlation coefficient ’ for a 2£ 2 contingency table
(i.e., a counterpart of Pearson’s correlation coefficient for two continuous vari-
ables) when the d-cell goes to infinity: limd! 1 ’. This position is motivated
by noting the usual relative rarity of events in causal claims (Hattori, 2002;
McKenzie & Mikkelsen, 2000, 2007; Oaksford & Chater, 1994, 2003). The candi-
date cause-and-effect events C and E tend to be “rare”, with relatively small
set sizes, while the not-C events and not-E events tend to be common, with
relatively large set sizes.

Consider another question about causation, “Does eating fly agaric mush-
rooms cause hallucinations?” Fly agaric mushroom eating is rare: few people
do this eating. It is consequently efficient to look closely at these people to
find out whether hallucinations follow, giving us information for the a- and b-
cells of the 2 £ 2 table. It would be grossly inefficient to examine people who
do not eat fly agaric mushrooms, a gigantic set of people, to get information
for the c- and d-cells. We already know that the vast majority of people do
not eat these mushrooms and do not have hallucinations. The d-cell generally
records the frequency with which nothing happens, the not-C & not-E cases.
These cases are common when the occurrences of the causes and the effects
are rare. Disregarding d-cell events takes a great burden off working memory.
In this regard, DFH can be an effective heuristic for detecting causally relevant
factors in the environment.

We hypothesise that causal induction has two aspects, characterised by a
fast process that is mainly devoted to relevance detection, and by a slow pro-
cess for inferring genuine causes. Relevance detection is described by DFH,
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while inferring actual causation is based on ΔP.2 To establish causation, and
not mere correlation, intervention in a system is essential, for it can screen out
other possible factors or structures (see Pearl, 2000; Spirtes, Glymour, &
Scheines, 1993). We see ΔP as an index of control, and control through inter-
vention is fundamental to scientific experimentation. Perhaps people who eat
fly agaric mushrooms also tend to eat other kinds of wild mushrooms. Then
the possibility of a spurious correlation between fly agaric eating and halluci-
nations could be eliminated by intervening to make sure that a sample of vol-
unteers only ate fly agaric mushrooms on some occasion.

To develop the example more, suppose we are investigating the cause of
some hallucinations in a group of people who gathered wild mushrooms to
eat. In a heuristic process, we could ask each person who had the hallucina-
tions (H) which mushrooms they ate. Perhaps the fly agaric (F) would be the
most common answer, making the probability of eating these mushrooms
given hallucinations, P(F|H), high. We might also find out that a high propor-
tion of people who ate the fly agaric had hallucinations, making P(H|F) high.
These findings would focus our attention on the fly agaric, supporting the
implication of DFH, given by Equation (2), that causal strength increases
when both P(E|C) and P(C|E) are high. At this point, we could intervene, in an
analytic process, by asking some volunteers to eat the fly agaric and nothing
else.

Dual frames for causal induction

In accord with the claim that causal induction has two different stages, the
heuristic and analytic (Hattori & Oaksford, 2007), we hypothesise that there
are two different frames for the corresponding inferences, based on a new
theoretical framework for thinking: dual frame theory (Hattori, 2014; Hattori,
Over, Hattori, Takahashi, & Baratgin, 2016). We will call these the A- and B-
frames for inferring the relation between two events, depending on context
or purpose. Here “A” stands for “attentional” and “B” stands for “balanced”:
see Table 2. Basically, the A-frame is used for heuristic judgements, and the
B-frame for analytic judgements.

In the heuristic A-frame, people focus on positive events. Actual occur-
rences, C and E cases, grab the attention, and non-occurrences, not-C and
not-E cases, are ignored. Humans and other animals often pay less attention
to contexts in which the possible causal events do not happen. Pigeons, for
example, can easily find that pecking a marked key results in a reward, but

2Although there are more recent rational models of causal induction other than ΔP, including Power PC
(Cheng, 1997), Causal Support (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005) and the SS power model (Lu et al., 2008),
we do not address them. This is not only because ΔP is at the core of all the above rational models (e.g.,
ΔP is the numerator of the Power PC index), but also because our purpose is to contrast two frames, A
and B, introduced later, of which, in our view, DFH and ΔP are representative, respectively.
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they find it hard to learn that pecking a non-marked key results in a reward
(Jenkins & Sainsbury, 1969; Jenkins & Sainsbury, 1970). The occurrence of an
event and its non-occurrence are logical negations of each other, but psycho-
logically speaking, this symmetry often does not exist. This psychological
asymmetry leads to the ordinary attitude toward d-cell information in causal
reasoning. People can readily notice the occurrence of an event, but are
prone to ignore its non-occurrence, which is often the “default” status for
them. They would be struck by the engine of a car not starting when the igni-
tion key was turned on, but not by the engine not starting when the ignition
key was not turned on. Disregarding the d-cell is reasonable, as noted before,
when the occurrences of the candidate causal events are rare. Hattori (2014)
pointed out that this psychological asymmetry between occurrence and non-
occurrence is similar to the figure–ground relationship proposed by Rubin
(1915/1958, 1921) as a purely perceptual phenomenon (see for detailed dis-
cussion, Hattori et al., 2016). In the A-frame, causal events are spotlighted “fig-
ures”, and other events are in the vague background. The positivity focus of
the heuristic A-frame allows us to make speedy and efficient causal judge-
ments. After eating sushi at the new restaurant with friends, and hearing that
they are unwell, we might predict that we will become unwell and make an
appointment with a doctor immediately.

In contrast, in the analytic B-frame, people do not treat positive and nega-
tive events differently. They focus equally on the occurrence and non-
occurrence of the event and make a comparison. The B-frame takes the place
of A-frame when a more precise judgement is needed. Although correlation
can be detected efficiently in the A-frame, reliably identifying precise causes,
and distinguishing these from mere correlations, requires the B-frame. Causa-
tion is useful not only to predict the future, but also to control the environ-
ment. The degree of control can be defined, as ΔP describes, by the
difference between, for instance, the probability of feeling unwell after eating
at the new restaurant and that of feeling unwell after not eating there. Using

Table 2. Characteristics of the A- and B-frames in causal reasoning.
A-frame B-frame

Epistemic aim Fast screening Control
Thought style Relevance mode Differentiation mode
Focalisation Positivity focus Comparative view
Psychological symmetry Asymmetrical Symmetrical
Negation Explicit negation (X vs. :X) Implicit negation (X vs. Y)
Cognitive process Heuristic Analytic
Cognitive resource Low effort High effort
D-cell Disregard Respect
Base rate Rare Not rare (moderate)
Causality scaling Monopolar (null/effective) Bipolar (preventive/generative)
Invasiveness Observation Intervention
Commitment Uncommitted (low commitment) Committed (high commitment)
Activeness Passive Active
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ΔP in the discovery that low hygiene standards at the new restaurant are the
cause of the illness, the health authorities can close it down until improve-
ments are made. Knowing precise causal relationships can be important, of
course, and people can display an ability to do this. However, acquiring this
precision can be costly, in time and cognitive load, and correlation alone can
be useful in prediction and some decision-making. We hypothesise that peo-
ple would use the A-frame as a default mode of thinking generally, but that
they would try to switch the frame from A to B when B is less costly or of
greater benefit in a given context.

In this research, we focus on three factors that can affect the change from
one of these frames to the other in causal induction: symmetrical negation,
intervention and commitment.

Consider negation first. X and :X are logically related. The latter is the logi-
cal negation of the former, and they are complementary to each other. In our
view, however, a statement X and its logical negation, :X, are not psychologi-
cally symmetrical. Compare “They ate the sushi” with “They did not eat the
sushi.” This is an example of the figure–ground relationship that we referred
to before. We call this type of relation non-symmetrical negation. Non-
symmetrical negation is compatible with the A-frame of thought. To search
for the cause of feeling unwell, people will generally find it easier to focus on,
or conceived of, sushi eating rather than of the non-action of not eating sushi,
at least at the first stage of searching. In contrast, there are cases in which
sushi eating (X) and, say, tempura eating (Y) are alternatives. There might be
an occasion when everyone ate one or the other but not both, and therefore
eating tempura (Y) means not-eating sushi (:X). We call this type of relation
symmetrical negation. On these occasions, people will be more likely to pay
attention to both sushi eating and non-sushi eating, i.e., tempura eating. The
B-frame, with its comparative aspect, is likely to be activated when negation
is symmetrical, simply because it is relatively easy to contrast specific alterna-
tives, sushi eating and tempura eating in our example. Both X and its alterna-
tive Y, which equals :X in logic, will then be focused on and compared.

Intervening on a system instead of observing it can also cause a shift of
frames from A to B in causal induction, as suggested by Hattori and Oaksford
(2007). In their Experiment 1, participants directed more attention to d-cell
information when they decided whether to bring about an event rather than
just passively observing it, perhaps because they switched to the B-frame.
Compare deciding for oneself to use organic fertiliser on plants with merely
observing the effect of organic fertiliser in general use. Hattori and Oaksford,
however, did not control the cell frequency, and they did not evaluate their
results using ΔP. We, therefore, examined this factor further.

The final factor is commitment. We also predict that this can cause a frame
shift from A to B. Whether or not amateur gardeners use organic fertiliser on
their flowers might not have serious consequences for them, and we say that
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they are not highly committed to the use of this fertiliser. In contrast, whether
or not farmers use organic fertiliser on their main cash crop could have
extremely serious economic consequences for them, making them highly
committed, in our terms, to finding out whether this fertiliser is cost effective.
The B-frame is more highly demanding of cognitive resources than the A-
frame, but if the degree of commitment exceeds a certain point, perhaps in a
cost–benefit trade-off, the B-frame can override the default A-frame.

We conducted two experiments to investigate how these three factors –
symmetrical negation, intervention and commitment – are related to the two
frames, A and B.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, the effects of symmetrical negation (non-symmetry vs. symmetry)
and intervention (observation vs. intervention) on switching the frames were exam-
ined. We expected that participants’ causal judgements would accord with ΔP,
rather than DFH, in the symmetry–intervention condition, and that they would
accord with DFH rather than ΔP in the non-symmetry–observation condition.
According to dual frame theory, both symmetrical negation and intervention pro-
mote frame shifting from A to B. Under the B-frame, people pay attention, not only
to positive events, but also to negative ones: they consider the d-cell as well as other
cells. Therefore, ΔP would fit participants’ causal judgements in the symmetry–
intervention condition. On the other hand, DFH would fit well in the non-symme-
try–observation condition, since most participants would stick to the default A-
frame, where they focus on positive events and are prone to disregard negative
events. The symmetry–observation and non-symmetry–intervention conditions
have only one factor, either symmetrical negation or intervention. In the symmetry–
observation condition, interaction of the factors might occur. That is, both models
may fit to a certain degree with the judgements in this condition. Some participants
may be able to switch to the demanding B-frame, but others may find it difficult to
do. In the non-symmetry–intervention condition, however, we expected fairly good
conformity to ΔP. There is a clash between non-symmetrical negation and interven-
tion in this condition, because intervention is one of the key factors triggering ana-
lytic and comparative thought for identifying causation correctly (Lagnado,
Waldmann, Hagmayer, & Sloman, 2007; Sloman & Lagnado, 2005).

Method

Participants
One hundred and twenty-six undergraduate students at the Ritsumeikan
University participated for a partial course credit. Since six of them were excluded
from analysis as described in Results section, 120 participants (60 pairs) were the
subject for analysis (74 females, 46 males; mean age 21.2 years, SD 4.4).
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Design
Participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions in a 2 (non-
symmetry/symmetry in negation) £ 2 (observation/intervention) factorial
design. The configuration of the cell frequency of stimuli that each participant
observed was not fixed in advance, though occurrence provability of stimuli
was controlled. Table 3 indicates the expected (i.e., theoretical) probabilities
and the actually observed probabilities of stimuli in four sessions. Participants
in the intervention conditions selected actions for the cause event at every
trial, making the target cause present (C) or absent (:C). The results of such
an action, i.e., the effect present (E) or absent (:E), was randomly determined
each time according to the expected probabilities. The presentation order of
these probabilities was randomised for participants.

Participants in the intervention conditions were allowed to select their
action on cause events, and they observed the result that was determined
according to the provability in every trial. They acted as many times as they
liked, from minimum of 10 to maximum of 100. That is, the number of trials in
a session was not fixed in advance in this experiment. The reason why the trial
number was not fixed was to maximise people’s freedom. In the real world, if
intervention is possible, we usually intervene as many times as we like until
we are happy to infer a conclusion. In order to guarantee equality of informa-
tion that participants receive about the cell sequence (i.e., a, b, c or d), we
adopted a yoked control design (see e.g., Moore & Gormezano, 1961; but see
Church, 1989). Specifically, each participant in the observation conditions was
paired (without their knowledge) with an arbitrarily defined participant in the
intervention conditions, and given the exactly the same sequence of causal
events as his or her counterpart.

Material and procedure
The task was to evaluate the causal effect on egg laying of a fictitious new
feed product for hens. Participants were told to imagine that they were

Table 3. Expected (theoretical) and observed probabilities of stimuli and participants’
judgements in Experiment 1.

Expected (theoretical) Observed Judgement

No. P(E|C) P(E|:C) ΔP N P(C) P(E|C) P(E|:C) P(C|E) ΔP DFH IV OB

1 0.3 0.3 0 M 29.5 0.52 0.33 0.27 0.59 0.06 0.43 11.1 0.1
SD 20.1 0.09 0.15 0.19 0.24 0.24 0.16 35.5 39.6

2 0.7 0.7 0 M 30.3 0.51 0.73 0.68 0.53 0.05 0.62 9.5 21.3
SD 21.4 0.08 0.13 0.16 0.11 0.22 0.10 33.8 36.3

3 0.6 0.2 0.4 M 30.9 0.51 0.63 0.22 0.77 0.42 0.69 52.7 43.5
SD 25.3 0.05 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.18 0.11 28.7 34.5

4 0.8 0.4 0.4 M 25.9 0.52 0.79 0.39 0.69 0.39 0.73 53.9 50.3
SD 16.6 0.09 0.11 0.16 0.11 0.18 0.08 30.2 30.0

Note: N indicates the number of trials that participants performed.
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poultry farmers, wondering whether they should introduce a new feed prod-
uct for their hens in order to increase egg production. All participants took
part in four sessions, each of which started with the learning phase, where
they read the instructions (see Appendix), and observed a set of stimuli: infor-
mation about hen-feeding and egg production sequentially presented (see
Figure 1). They then went on to the evaluation phase, where they evaluated
the causal influence of the target product on egg laying, on a scale from
¡100 (completely inhibited) to 100 (completely facilitated), by sliding a lever
on the screen.

In the symmetrical negation conditions, the contrast was between two
alternative hen feeds (i.e., X or Y): a new product developed by X company
and a conventional product made by Y company that the farmer had been
using so far. Figure 1(b) depicts an example of stimuli presentation (i.e., a d-
cell case). In every trial, participants observed a hen that was given either X or
Y, and then they were informed about the consequence: whether the hen
laid an egg or not the next morning. Each hen was fed either X or Y only, so
that feeding Y was equivalent to not-X. The following situations never
occurred: a hen was given both foods (X and Y), a hen was given no food
(not-X and not-Y), and a hen was given another type of food (Z). In the non-
symmetrical negation conditions, the contrast was between having a dietary
supplement at feeding time and not having one, i.e., X or not-X. Figure 1(c)
depicts an example of such stimuli presentation (i.e., a d-cell case). On every
trial, after observing whether a hen was given a supplement or not, partici-
pants were informed about whether or not it laid an egg the next morning.

In the intervention conditions, participants were able to choose their
actions on the cause events. Figure 1(a) indicates a screen example for choos-
ing in the symmetry–intervention condition. In this condition, participants
chose either feed X or Y to give to a hen, and they then saw a stimulus of
causal events, such as Figure 1(b), at every trial. In the non-symmetry–
intervention condition, they selected whether or not they gave a dietary sup-
plement to a hen at every trial in the same way. All participants in the inter-
vention conditions were allowed to test samples (i.e., hen feeds or dietary
supplement) as many times as they liked (the number of trials was actually
limited between minimum of 10 and maximum of 100). The “evaluate” but-
ton, shown in Figure 1(a), appeared after they performed 10 trials, including
at least both 1 present and 1 absent cases of the target cause events, and the
participants were then in the evaluation phase. On the other hand, partici-
pants in the observation conditions were just exposed to the sequence of
stimuli, such as (b) or (c), one by one, and never saw the choice screen, such
as (a). The sequences of stimuli they observed were exactly the same as those
that their counterparts observed in the intervention conditions. After they
observed a sequence of stimuli, they automatically moved on to the evalua-
tion phase.
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Figure 1. Examples of stimuli. Panel (a) illustrates an example of action-selecting screens
that presented only in the intervention conditions (e.g., a case for the symmetry–inter-
vention condition). The Evaluate button appeared only after participants performed 10
trials, including at least 1 present and 1 absent cases of the target cause. Panels (b) and
(c) indicate examples of the screens that cell information was presented at trials. At each
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Experiments were run in small groups of varying sizes (maximum of 9).
Stimuli and full text instructions were presented on each monitor of the per-
sonal computers. After receiving brief oral instructions and a short exercise
session, participants carried out the experiments at their own pace, changing
the screens themselves. Each stimulus had four check boxes below the illus-
trated causal events (see Figure 1(b) and 1(c)). In order to make participants
observe carefully which events happened, the next stimulus was presented
only when participants checked the boxes correctly.

Result

The data obtained from five participants were eliminated from analysis,
because two pairs included the participants who gave inappropriate answers
(i.e., they answered 0 for all the stimulus sets), and one had a computer
trouble.

For statistical analyses, we applied linear mixed-effects regression models
(e.g., Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) using the lme4 (ver. 1.1.12, May 2016)
and lmerTest (ver. 2.0.33, Dec 2016) on R (ver. 3.3.2, Oct 2016) to the data.
Note that we cannot use ANOVA to analyse data from the current experiment,
although the experimental design may seem to be a typical 2 £ 2 factorial
one. This is because the cell configuration of stimulus sets was different for
each participant: the number of cases where the possible cause is present
(sum of cells a and b) and it is absent (sum of cells c and d) depends on each
participant’s free will. For example, in the intervention conditions, a certain
participant may feed 50 times (i.e., a + b = 50), but another participant may
feed much fewer times.3 Moreover, as the outcome of each participant’s
action is only determined probabilistically, realised probabilities based on
actual frequencies are unlikely to match exactly the predefined ones shown
in Table 3, e.g., it is possible that a : b = 24 : 26, a/(a + b) = .48, even though
there is a theoretical probability of P(E|C) = .5. Analyses based on linear
mixed-effects models, which is receiving more and more attention as a

trial, a cause event (i.e., a feeding chicken) appeared on screen, and then an arrow and
an effect event (i.e., presence or absence of an egg) appeared in turn every one second.
(b) and (c) depict the d-cell examples in the symmetry and non-symmetry conditions,
respectively. The check boxes below the causal events were prepared in order to make
participants observe carefully what events happened. The stimuli actually used were col-
oured and written in Japanese. The illustration of hen was adopted from free web con-
tents (www.ActivityVillage.co.uk).

J

3The observed cell configurations of stimuli that each participant pair actually observed are available
online.
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powerful tool in various areas (e.g., Aarts, Verhage, Veenvliet, Dolan, & van der
Sluis, 2014; Judd, Westfall, & Kenny, 2012), can be applied to this type of data,
and we adopted this statistic method.

We compared the fitness of the following two linear mixed-effects regres-
sion models (in line with the notation of lme4) to participants’ causal judge-
ments in the case of DFH:

M1 : Judgement»DFHþ 1jParticipantð Þ (3)

M2 : Judgement�DFHþ DFH k Participantð Þ (4)

M1 supposes Judgement is predicted by DFH, which is treated as a linear
fixed effect, and by Participant, which is treated as a random effect (intercept).
This means that every participant has a same effect (slope) of DFH, but has a
different offset (intercept). According to M2, the slope and the intercept for
the effect of DFH are determined independently for each level of Participant,
assuming the random slopes and intercepts are independent. This means
that every participant has a different effect (slope) of DFH and has a different
offset (intercept). In the case of ΔP, everything is the same except that DFH is
replaced by ΔP.4

Table 4 indicates results of the analyses. The Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) was used to compare the predictability of the models; among four mod-
els, M1 and M2 for DFH and ΔP.5 BIC is a measure of the relative goodness-of-
fit of models that prescribes to select the model with the minimum value.
Figure 2 shows the difference in the BIC (i.e., ΔBIC) between the best fit mod-
els for DFH and ΔP (either M1 or M2 for each). A positive value indicates that
DFH outperformed ΔP, and a negative value indicates the opposite. DFH had
a better fit with the data in the non-symmetry–observation condition, but ΔP
explained the data better in the other three conditions.

Discussion

As predicted, participants’ causal judgements were considerably affected by
the factors of symmetrical negation and intervention. They were consistent

4There are two other possible mixed-effects models available: M0 and M3. M0 is the simplest model that
has no fixed effect: Judgement » 1 + (1 | Participant). This model assumes Judgment is predicted by nei-
ther DFH nor ΔP, and so we omit this model. M3 is the most complex model in which the slope and the
intercept for the effect of DFH (or ΔP) are determined separately for each level of Participant as in the
case of M2, while (unlike M2) allowing correlation between the intercept deviations and the effect of DFH
(or ΔP) deviations within levels of Participant. Thus, M3 includes an additional parameter: the correlation
between intercept deviations and DFH (or ΔP) deviations across levels of Participant. Although we prefer
simpler models, we actually evaluated M3 against M1 and M2, and in most cases (seven out of all eight
cases), M3 showed the worst fit to data according to BIC. Consequently, we decided to omit M3.

5Barr, Levy, Scheepers, and Tily (2013) proposed the maximal model should be the “gold standard” in
model selection although it seems to be still controversial. In this study, M3 mentioned in the footnote 4
is the maximal model, and the results of Experiments 1 and 2 do not alter even using this standard.
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with DFH in the non-symmetry–observation condition, but with ΔP in the
symmetry–intervention condition and the other two conditions. That is, par-
ticipants disregard the d-cell information in the non-symmetry–observation
condition, as many previous studies have reported. They did, however, take

Table 4. Summary of fixed effect predictors from the linear mixed-effects regression
model for predicting causal strength in Experiment 1.

Factor

Negation Intervention Model BIC Beta Std. Error df t-Value Pr(>|t|)

DFH
Non-symmetry Observation M1 1156.3 (Intercept) ¡84.0 11.1 114.2 ¡7.5 .0000

DFH 180.3 17.2 104.9 10.5 .0000
Intervention M1 1156.4 (Intercept) ¡47.0 11.2 116.0 ¡4.2 .0001

DFH 123.9 17.6 116.0 7.0 .0000
Symmetry Observation M1 1184.0 (Intercept) ¡58.1 9.6 118.7 ¡6.1 .0000

DFH 142.9 14.6 105.0 9.8 .0000
Intervention M1 1222.2 (Intercept) ¡56.3 11.5 124.0 ¡4.9 .0000

DFH 145.9 17.9 124.0 8.1 .0000
ΔP

Non-symmetry Observation M1 1189.9 (Intercept) 7.1 4.5 58.2 1.6 .1189
ΔP 91.4 12.7 110.2 7.2 .0000

Intervention M2 1116.3 (Intercept) 5.8 3.0 102.3 1.9 .0599
ΔP 108.1 11.3 39.2 9.6 .0000

Symmetry Observation M1 1147.4 (Intercept) 7.6 3.2 55.5 2.4 .0222
ΔP 95.2 7.2 108.0 13.2 .0000

Intervention M2 1197.6 (Intercept) 10.8 3.2 43.4 3.4 .0014
ΔP 101.2 11.1 44.7 9.1 .0000

Note: Model indicates which model of the two linier mixed-effects regression models (i.e., M1 and M2,
see text in detail) was selected.

Figure 2. Relative fit of DFH (A-frame) against ΔP (B-frame) based on BIC for predicting
causality judgements as a function of two factors (symmetry in negation and interven-
tion) in Experiment 1. Positive value indicates better fitness for DFH, and negative one
indicates better fitness for ΔP.
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account of the d-cell in the other three conditions in which these factors were
introduced. The results demonstrated that normative ΔP, which have been
criticised repeatedly for its discrepancy with experimental data, was more
descriptive in the conditions where symmetry and/or intervention factors
existed. The results suggest that participants use two frames to make causal
judgements, depending on condition. Using the B-frame, participants tended
to pay attention to the d-cell as well as the other cell information.

The results supply evidence that these two factors, symmetrical negation
and intervention, encouraged participants to switch from the default A-frame
to the B-frame. In the symmetry conditions, the occurrence of the alternative
causal event (i.e., Y) was, in effect, the negation of the target cause (i.e., :X).
This alternative to the target event was likely to stand out and not be a mere
“ground” for a “figure” in this situation, and accordingly, the frame shift from
A to B became more probable. Switching to the B-frame, the participants
focused more equally on the positive and negative features. Therefore, ΔP
outperformed DFH in the symmetry conditions, because participants tended
to consider the information from all the cells.

The results also demonstrated the remarkable effectiveness of interven-
tion for shifting the frame. When participants were able to make an interven-
tion, their causal judgements were consistent with ΔP, whether negation was
symmetry or non-symmetry. Non-symmetry in negation is compatible with
“figure–ground” relationship, where the non-occurrence of events is prone
to be disregarded as “ground” information. That it, ΔP should not have
described causal judgements in the non-symmetry conditions. However,
intervention overrode this effect and helped participants to switch to the B-
frame, where both the occurrence and non-occurrence of events were
focused on, with the result that d-cell information was taken into account.
The results imply that intervention is a powerful factor for changing what
participants find salient and relevant in causal judgement, as Anderson and
Sheu (1995) argued.

In Experiment 2, we investigated the influence of symmetrical negation
and commitment. Since the influence of intervention was clearly shown to be
present in Experiment 1, we focused only on observation in Experiment 2.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, the influence of symmetrical negation (non-symmetry vs.
symmetry) and commitment (low-commitment vs. high-commitment) were
examined. Trial numbers were fixed in advance this time. Therefore, the con-
figuration of stimuli sets was common to all participants in this experiment,
unlike in Experiment 1. We predicted that participants’ causal judgements
would be consistent with DFH in the non-symmetry–low-commitment condi-
tion and with ΔP in the symmetry–high-commitment condition, because
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symmetrical negation and commitment are factors that encourage the switch
from the A-frame to the B-frame. For the other two conditions, interactions
between the two factors were expected. These conditions include either one
of the factors, symmetrical negation or high-commitment. However, some
participants may still find it difficult to shift to the B-frame, since it demands
high cognitive resources.

Method

Participants
A total of 102 undergraduate students (female 43, male 59) of the Ritsumei-
kan University participated in the experiment for a partial course credit (mean
age 19.9 years, SD 0.9).

Design
Participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions in a 2 (non-
symmetry/symmetry in negation) £ 2 (low-/high-commitment) factorial
design. Table 5 indicates the configuration of the cell frequency of stimuli
that each participant was shown in seven sessions. This configuration was
designed to provide a significant difference between ΔP and DFH.6 The pre-
sentation order was counterbalanced among participants.

Material and procedure
The task was again to evaluate the causal influence of fictitious feed products
on egg laying. Participants were to imagine, as in Experiment 1, being poultry

Table 5. Frequency distribution of stimuli in Experiment 2.
Cell configuration Model Bet

No. a b c d N ΔP DFH Outcome

1 1 4 4 4 13 ¡0.30 0.20 lose
2 4 4 4 1 13 ¡0.30 0.50 lose
3 1 3 4 12 20 0.00 0.22 lose
4 5 5 5 5 20 0.00 0.50 draw
5 12 4 3 1 20 0.00 0.77 win
6 2 0 6 6 14 0.50 0.50 win
7 9 0 5 5 19 0.50 0.80 win

6We selected these four stimuli because there should be multiple levels for ΔP, and there also should be
a variation in other indices that have the same ΔP value. There was no stimulus that had high ΔP, since it
was difficult for high ΔP to make variations in combination of P(E|C) and P(E|:C). For example, to set ΔP
0.8, only a combination of 0.9 and 0.1 is available in a grid scale of 0.1, if an extreme probability of 1 or 0
is avoided. Moreover, such stimuli do not provide a significant difference between DFH and ΔP. Using a
computer program, we exhaustively searched for a combination of stimuli that has a lesser internal corre-
lation between ΔP and DFH. Under a constraint that the sample size is equal to or fewer than 20, a set of
stimuli that have 3 (ΔP: low/middle/high) £ 3 (DFH: low/middle/high) levels was searched, but there was
no such stimulus that had a high–low or low–high combination in ΔP and DFH. As a consequence, the lev-
els of ΔP were set at approximately ¡.3, .0 and .5, and the levels of DFH were set at approximately .2, .5
and .8.
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farmers who were thinking about introducing a new feeding product to
increase egg laying in their hens, but this time there was no intervention,
only observation. The participants only observed the causal events as test
results at a neighbouring poultry farm. All participants performed in seven
sessions, each of which consisted of the learning phase, reading an instruc-
tion and observing a set of stimuli causal events sequentially, and the evalua-
tion phase, rating the causal influence of the target product on egg laying on
a scale from ¡100 to 100. Preventive causality was taken into account in this
experiment. It was emphasised, in the instructions, that the target products
might have a negative effect on the occurrence of the target effect. In the
evaluation phase, participants first selected one of the two options about
effectiveness – facilitative or inhibitive – on the screen, and then they indi-
cated the degree of the effect, on a scale from 0 to 100, by sliding a lever pre-
sented below the options. To indicate no effectiveness, they were to select
facilitative option with a degree of 0.

In Experiment 2, the symmetrical negation of an effect was also manipu-
lated, in addition to that of a cause. The negation symmetry of causal events
was manipulated in the same way as Experiment 1, where the contrast was
between giving a new supplement (the target cause) and not giving it in
feeding in the non-symmetry conditions, or between giving a new feed X (the
target cause) and giving an accustomed feed Y (the alternative cause). A par-
allel contrast was introduced for the possible effects in Experiment 2: a con-
trast between laying an egg (the target effect) and not laying an egg in the
non-symmetry conditions, or between laying a brown egg with high value in
the market (the target effect) and laying a white egg with low value (the alter-
native effect) in the symmetrical conditions. To summarise, in the symmetrical
conditions, both the possible cause and effect had symmetrical negations.
There were two kinds of hen feed, X or Y, for causes, with one a new product,
the target cause, and the other the one already in use. There was also the pos-
sible production of brown eggs (i.e., the target effect) or white eggs (i.e., the
alternative effect). Participants were told that brown eggs were popular with
consumers, making it advantageous to produce brown eggs. They saw which
feed a hen was given, and then saw on the same screen whether a brown or
white egg was laid the next morning. The non-symmetry conditions were
same as Experiment 1. The participants saw whether or not a hen was given
the supplement during feeding, and then saw whether or not an egg was laid
the next morning.

In order to manipulate the degree of commitment, betting on one’s own
judgements, followed by feedback, was introduced. In the high-commitment
conditions, before all of the sessions began, participants were given points to
the value of 7000 yen (approx. $70) and asked to increase this value as much
as possible by betting at the evaluation phases. In every session, after they
evaluated the causal influence of the target feeding products, they were
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asked to bet. The bet was about whether the neighbouring farm should adopt
the new feeding product (i.e., the target cause) to increase profit. There were
three options: (a) betting 1000 yen (approx. $10) in favour of the new feeding
product, (b) betting 1000 yen against it, and (c) not betting on this occasion.
After participants made their choice, they were given feedback on their bet-
ting (win, lose or draw) and their resulting balance. When either ΔP or DFH
was high (see Table 5), the profit increased with option (a) winning, or the
profit decreased with option (b) losing. When either ΔP or DFH was low, the
profit decreased with option (a) losing, and the profit increased with option
(b) winning. When ΔP and DFH were in the middle range, there was no
change in profit, and the bet was a draw. Winning participants got 1000 yen
added in points, while losing participants had 1000 yen deducted in points.
Participants neither won nor lost points when they selected (c) and the bet
was a draw. In the low-commitment conditions, participants just observed
the events and evaluated the causal influence without betting.

Experiments were run in small groups of varying sizes (maximum of 24).
Stimuli and full text instructions were presented on each monitor of the per-
sonal computers. After receiving brief oral instructions and a short exercise
session, participants worked at their own pace, changing the screens
themselves.

Results and discussion

For a comparison with the results of Experiment 1, the same procedures for
analysis were adopted: the same linear mixed-effects regression models were
applied to the data. As shown in Table 6, DFH showed good fit with data in
both non-symmetry conditions. ΔP predicted the result better than DFH in
the symmetry conditions, but the difference of BIC values between DFH and
ΔP was small in the symmetry–low-commitment condition.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of BIC between ΔP and DFH. The meaning of
the sign ΔBIC is the same as in Experiment 1. The influence of symmetrical
negation was similar to that in Experiment 1. Again, ΔP corresponded more
with causal judgements in the symmetrical conditions than with judgements
in the non-symmetry conditions, and DFH matched the non-symmetry condi-
tions rather than the symmetrical conditions.

There were also effects of commitment on causal judgements. DP showed
better fit in the high-commitment conditions, though the effects of commit-
ment were not so strong as those of intervention in Experiment 1. One possi-
bility is that the degree of commitment controlled by betting did not exceed
a certain point for some participants. We used participants’ bets of fictitious
money on their judgements to control the commitment factor in this experi-
ment. It is plausible that the gain and loss of fictitious money might not have
increased commitment enough for some participants to make the frame shift.
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Analytic thought demands high cognitive resource (e.g., De Neys, 2006) espe-
cially when negation is non-symmetrical, and when that is so, the prospect of
mere fictitious money might not have been enough to encourage some par-
ticipants to switch to the B-frame.

Figure 3. Relative fit of DFH (A-frame) against ΔP (B-frame) based on BIC for predicting
causality judgements as a function of two factors (s symmetry in negation and commit-
ment) in Experiment 2. Positive value indicates better fitness for DFH, and negative one
indicates better fitness for ΔP.

Table 6. Summary of fixed effect predictors from the linear mixed-effects regression
model for predicting causal strength in Experiment 2.

Factor

Negation Commitment Model BIC Beta Std. Error df t-Value Pr(>|t|)

DFH
Non-symmetry Low commitment M1 1908.8 (Intercept) ¡46.8 6.5 183.0 ¡7.2 .0000

DFH 121.1 11.6 162.0 10.4 .0000
High commitment M1 1747.9 (Intercept) ¡57.7 8.0 168.0 ¡7.2 .0000

DFH 155.7 14.6 168.0 10.6 .0000
Symmetry Low commitment M1 1781.1 (Intercept) ¡41.8 7.0 173.2 ¡6.0 .0000

DFH 117.7 12.7 150.0 9.3 .0000
High commitment M1 1878.7 (Intercept) ¡33.3 7.4 181.0 ¡4.5 .0000

DFH 92.6 13.5 156.0 6.9 .0000
ΔP

Non-symmetry Low commitment M1 1955.9 (Intercept) 10.3 3.0 28.8 3.4 .0019
ΔP 60.6 9.6 162.0 6.3 .0000

High commitment M1 1778.4 (Intercept) 14.8 3.6 168.0 4.2 .0000
ΔP 93.1 11.4 168.0 8.2 .0000

Symmetry Low commitment M1 1770.0 (Intercept) 12.0 3.0 26.4 4.0 .0005
ΔP 88.9 8.7 150.0 10.2 .0000

High commitment M2 1851.5 (Intercept) 8.4 3.1 26.5 2.7 .0115
ΔP 80.2 11.9 26.5 6.7 .0000

Note: Model indicates which model of the two linier mixed-effects regression models (i.e., M1 and M2, see text in
detail) was selected.
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General discussion

Our predictions about DFH and ΔP, in the specified conditions, were consis-
tent with the participants’ causal inductions in the findings of Experiments 1
and 2. DFH fit the conditions where figure–ground framing was likely to arise,
that is, when negation was non-symmetrical, intervention was not allowed,
and commitment was not high enough. In contrast, ΔP was more descriptive
of people’s causal judgements where the comparative view was likely to arise,
that is, when negation was symmetrical, intervention was allowed, and com-
mitment was high enough. These findings support the hypotheses that these
factors – symmetry in negation, intervention and commitment – encourage
frame shifting from the default A-frame to the B-frame, and that people use
two different frames depending on conditions. In the B-frame, represented
by ΔP, negative features as well as positive features are taken into consider-
ation: both occurrence and non-occurrence are focused on for comparison.
When the B-frame was activated by its relevant factors, participants consid-
ered the d-cell in addition to the other cells, with the result that they con-
formed to ΔP. On the other hand, in the A-frame, represented by DFH,
positive features in events were attended to: occurrence was focused on and
non-occurrence was ignored. Thus when the A-frame was activated by its rel-
evant factors, participants were prone to disregard d-cell information.

The present findings show that there is a psychological asymmetry
between occurrence and non-occurrence. When negation is symmetrical, that
is :X can be labelled as Y, the two alternatives, X and Y, seem to be on psy-
chologically even ground, and switching to the B-frame, from the default A-
frame, is easier. Then d-cell information, which is often ignored in common
causal contexts, is taken into account along with the other cells, and ΔP
becomes more descriptive. In Experiment 1, it was found that ΔP showed
high correlations with causal judgements in the symmetry as opposed to the
non-symmetry conditions. DFH showed the reverse pattern, indicating better
fit with causal judgements in the non-symmetry conditions, when the possi-
ble cause C had a relatively small set size. The results in Experiment 2 were
also consistent with prediction when the distinction between symmetrical
and non-symmetrical negations was extended to the effect events. ΔP
showed a better fit in the symmetry conditions than in the non-symmetry
conditions, but DFH was better in the non-symmetry conditions than in the
symmetry conditions. Results similar to this psychological asymmetry
between affirmation and negation (i.e., X and :X) in causal reasoning have
been found in other areas. For example, Oaksford and Stenning (1992)
showed that replacing a negated constituent with super-ordinate category
(e.g., vowel vs. consonant instead of A vs. not-A) reduced matching bias in
the selection task (see also Hattori, 2002; Oaksford, 2002). See Hattori et al.
(2016) for further details.
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These results support the psychological validity of the rarity assumption in
people’s judgements about causation (Hattori, 2002; McKenzie & Mikkelsen,
2000, 2007; Oaksford & Chater, 1994, 2003). In standard causal contexts,
instances of the possible cause C, such as eating sushi at a particular restau-
rant, would be “rare” relative to :C, not eating sushi. The occurrence of the
effect E, such as feeling unwell, would be “rare” relative to :E, not feeling
unwell. It is often efficient to have a heuristic that is based on DFH, ignoring
the d-cell, rather than a process that conforms precisely to ΔP, which takes
account of the d-cell. However, when logical negation can be replaced by
symmetrical negation, as when no sushi eating is replaced by tempura eating,
it is efficient and more accurate to conform to ΔP. In our terms, the switch
from the DFH heuristic to the ΔP relation is a change from the A-frame to the
B-frame. Other approaches, such as the focal set analysis of Cheng (1997),
might provide a partial explanation of some of our results, but the effects of
symmetry in negation would be hard to explain.

The findings in Experiment 1 also imply that intervention is crucial for
changing the frames. Intervention serves not only to identify the correct
causal structure among events (Lagnado et al., 2007; Sloman & Lagnado,
2005), but also to change what is salient and relevant in causal judgement
(Anderson & Sheu, 1995). With the B-frame, there is equal focus on positive
and negative events, so that the figure–ground effect is less likely to occur.
Consequently, in the intervention conditions, ΔP, where the d-cell information
was made use of, had a good fit with participants’ causal judgements. Even if
negation was non-symmetrical, where the figure–ground framing was apt to
arise, participants who were allowed interventions made judgements consis-
tent with ΔP. In the non-symmetry–observation condition, DFH, where the d-
cell information was disregarded, had better fit with the data.

Commitment also had an effect on fame shifting. Although it was not as
strong as intervention, commitment, with its associated benefits and costs, is
likely to be relevant to frame shifting. The findings in Experiment 2 suggest
that commitment influences the effectiveness of negation symmetry. Proba-
bly it was difficult for some participants to use the B-frame without commit-
ment even if there was symmetrical negation, since the B-frame demands
high cognitive load. It suggests that the factors for frame shifting probably
work additively: the more relevant factors there are, the more likely it
becomes that there will be a switch to the B-frame.

The results of the current experiments reconcile normative and descriptive
views of causal reasoning. Lu, Yuille, Liljeholm, Cheng, and Holyoak (2008, p. 976)
criticised DFH as being non-normative. The grounds of their criticism are (1) the
phi coefficient on which DFH is based does not make reference to underlying
causal relationships, (2) DFH ignores d-cell information, and (3) DFH does not
properly handle preventive causes. What is overlooked in this criticism is that
DFH is a model of only one of the two stages of causal induction. There is the
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heuristic stage for narrowing the target, and the analytic stage for more con-
trolled process (Hattori & Oaksford, 2007, p. 767), corresponding to the A- and B-
frames, respectively. DFH is only a model of the A-frame. It does not need to
detect “underlying causal relationships”, but rather to reveal correlations, and it
saves cognitive resources by disregarding the d-cell.

The reason why DFH does not cover preventive causes lies in the psycho-
logical asymmetry between affirmation and negation. It is often important to
detect an affirmative cause like catching a cold, but it is less urgent to dis-
cover a negative cause, like being immune to the cold virus. There must be a
close relation to the way we communicate: our verbal communication must
have been constructed in such a manner that important information is con-
veyed in the affirmative rather than in negative. Return to our example of an
outbreak of food poisoning. It would be exceedingly inefficient to compare
every predictive probability of food poisoning using the B-frame, listing Kami-
kaze roll sushi at sushi bar 1, tuna sushi at sushi bar 2, some kind of mush-
rooms at restaurant 3, and so on. On the other hand, the use of DFH for
quickly and efficiently inferring a tentative causal hypothesis can be benefi-
cial. It can help us to decide what to do immediately, such as cancelling the
reservation at a restaurant under suspicion. It is highly unlikely that there is a
single “golden” (and normative) model of all aspects of causal reasoning.

Another criticism of DFH by Lu et al. (2008) about descriptive validity has
methodological implications. In all their experiments, covariation information
was presented in the same way, using two pictures, indicating frequencies of
the effect present given the cause present and given the cause absent. The
two pictures always contained the same number of instances. This presenta-
tion can motivate participants to compare two predictive probabilities, P EjCð Þ
and P Ej: Cð Þ, which is a differentiation mode comparable with the B-frame
(see Table 2). Since DFH is a model of the A-frame, however, it is plausible
that this type of presentation decreases its model fit. It would be worth inves-
tigating the effect of different stimulus presentations on frame switching.

Finally, our findings on the A- and B-frames and causal induction provide
broad support for general dual process theories of human thought (e.g.,
Evans, 2003; Evans & Over, 1996; Sloman, 1996; Stanovich, 1999). In these the-
ories, there are two kinds of mental processes, one heuristic and one analytic.
The former is said to be of type 1 or in System 1, and the latter of type 2 or in
System 2. The A-frame corresponds to heuristic processing, using DFH, and
the B-frame to a more analytical thought, conforming to ΔP. Consistent with
points made by Evans and Stanovich (2013), we do not argue that the heuris-
tic A-frame process is necessarily “biased” and inferior to an analytic B-frame
process, nor that the latter is necessarily more “rational” than the former. The
A-frame can be more efficient than the B-frame in certain circumstances, and
the B-frame can waste time and energy on an unnecessarily high level of
accuracy in some contexts. Of course, the increased accuracy that comes with
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the B-frame can sometimes be worth its extra cost in cognitive resources, but
it will not be worthwhile at other times, when the A-frame can allow us to
make speedy and efficient judgements, as a default mode of thinking. How-
ever, we leave for future research the question of exactly how our frames are
related to the distinction between type 1 and type 2 processes, or between
System 1 and System 2, in dual process theories.
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Appendix

Instructions in Experiment 1

Intervention conditions

Imagine that you are a poultry farmer who breeds hens and sells their eggs
for living. Your hens are an improved variety called Black Sander, whose eggs
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are very tasty and rich in nutrients. Their eggs can be sold at a higher price
than those of conventional hens, but it is uncertain whether a Black Sander
hen lays an egg every morning. The current egg production rate of your hens
is not very good.

(Symmetry condition) There are only two companies that provide hen feed
in your country: the Red and the Blue Corporations. You have used the feed
produced by the Blue Co. so far. You have heard that the hen feed produced
by Red Co. might increase egg production. The change of hen feed from
Blue’s to the alternative Red’s, however, costs you extra money. Therefore,
you have decided to investigate the effectiveness of the new hen feeds to
increase the egg production rate. Both companies, Red and Blue, have given
you samples of their new products (i.e., hen feed) for a sales promotion. You
have 100 samples of each product. You can give the samples to your breeding
100 hens to investigate to what degree the products affect egg production.
You can use the samples as many times as you like. You can test both kinds
of samples (hen feed) in the same numbers, or you can be biased to either
one of them. Please note that you must feed a hen one of the two samples,
but you cannot feed both samples to the same hen, due to possible side
effects caused by compounding the ingredient in both products.

You do not need to test the samples on all of your 100 hens. When you
think you have obtained enough data for an assessment, please stop examin-
ing and evaluate to what degree the new hen feed provided by Red Co. influ-
ences egg production. Please note that you have to test the samples on at
least 10 hens before you evaluate the influence of the change. Moreover, you
have to try at least one sample from each company.

(Non-symmetry condition) You have given only hen feed to your hens so
far, but you have heard that giving vitamin supplements may increase the
egg production rate of hens. It costs you extra money to give vitamin supple-
ments to hen. Therefore, you have decided to investigate the effectiveness of
the supplements for increasing the egg production rate. Currently, there is
only one kind of vitamin supplement for hens provided by the Yellow Co. in
your country. It has given you 100 samples of its new products (i.e., supple-
ment) for a sales promotion. You can give the samples to your breeding 100
hens to investigate to what degree the products affect egg production. You
can use the samples as many times as you like. You can test all samples (vita-
min supplement) on your 100 hens, or you can give them to some of the
hens and not others.

You do not need to test the samples on all of your 100 hens. When you
think you have obtained enough data for an assessment, please stop examin-
ing and evaluate what degree the addition of the supplement influences egg
production. Please note that you have to examine at least 10 hens before you
evaluate the influence of the change. Moreover, you have to try at least one
sample.
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Observation conditions

Imagine that you are a poultry farmer who breeds hens and sells their eggs
for living. Your hens are an improved variety called Black Sander, whose eggs
are very tasty and rich in nutrients. Their eggs can be sold at a higher price
than those of conventional hens, but it is uncertain whether a Black Sander
hen lays an egg every morning. The current egg production rate of your hens
is not very good.

(Symmetry condition) There are only two companies that provide hen feed
in this country: the Red and the Blue Companies. You have used the feed pro-
duced by the Blue Co. so far. You have heard that the hen feed produced by
the Red Co. might increase egg production. The change of hen feed from the
Blue’s to the alternative Red’s, however, costs you extra money. Therefore,
you have decided to investigate the effectiveness of the new hen feed to
increase the egg production rate. Both companies, the Red and the Blue, have
given 100 samples of their new products (i.e., hen feed) to your neighbouring
poultry farmer for a sales promotion. Your neighbour also breeds 100 Black
Sander hens and is trying to investigate the effects of hen feed on egg pro-
duction. Please observe the tests of samples at your neighbouring farm care-
fully and then evaluate to what degree a change to the new hen feed
provided by the Red Co. influences egg production.

(Non-symmetry condition) You have given only hen feed to your hens so
far, but you heard that giving vitamin supplements might increase the egg
production rate of hens. It costs you extra money to give vitamin supplements
to hen. Therefore, you have decided to investigate the effectiveness of the
supplements to increase the egg production rate. Currently, there is only one
kind of vitamin supplement for hens provided by the Yellow Co. in your coun-
try. It has given 100 samples of their new products (i.e., supplement) to your
neighbouring poultry farmer for a sales promotion. Your neighbour also
breeds 100 Black Sander hens and is trying to investigate the effects of sup-
plement on egg production. Please observe the tests of samples at your
neighbouring farm carefully and then evaluate to what degree the addition
of the supplement influences egg production.
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